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Abstract

Recently measured anomalously low cross sections for 13C(Y,»")13N at

low energy and S^jab - 90° have been analyzed In a DWIA calculation. It

!ias been found that the EO contribution alone Is able to explain the

data, so that the Ml cross section is expected to vanish. Using

constraints from recent magnetic electron scattering, an explanation Is

possible by assuming a significantly lower reduced density matrix element

for spin-flip 1sovector transitions with angular momentum L - 2 than

predicted by Cohen-Kurath.

(submitted to Physics Letters B)
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Photoproductlon of charged pions from p-shell nuclei with A < 16 at

low energy was thought to be reasonably well understood in the framework

of a distorted wave Impulse approximation (DWIA) [1]. Using Cohen-Kurath

wave functions, or for some cases wave functions fitted to electron scat-

tering information, gave in general good agreement with the experimental

data. But recently, two experiments on 13C at 6|ab - 90° and Tj a b » 18,

30 and 42 MeV have shown a large discrepancy between theory and experi-

ment. In 13C(Y,T+)13Bg.8. [2] the calculations are too big by a factor

up to 4, and in *3C(Y,"")*^g.s# [3] theory overestimates the data more

than 20 times in the worst case, see fig. 1. In addition different

theoretical calculations are In big disagreement, with no explanation of

the reason for the strong suppression. The situation in (Y,"~) is most

surprising. 13C and 13N are mirror nuclei and magnetic moments as well

as the elastic form factor for magnetic electron scattering on 13C are

well known and can be used for constraints on the nuclear density matrix

elements. Furthermore it was shown by Hicks et al. [4] in their analysis

of the Ml form factor that the harmonic oscillator model restricted to

the lp-8hell gives a good fit to the data up to q - 2 fm"1. At high

momentum transfer contributions from outside the p-shell were significant.

The (Y,"~) experiment, however, covers a range of 0.9 fm"1 < q < 1.1 fm"1,

so the h.o. model can be expected to work reasonably well.

This work presents a DWIA analysis of 1 3C(Y,O 13Ng.s. with the ele-

mentary plon production operator of Blomqvlst and Laget [5] and the

optical potential for the plon distortions of Strieker, McManus and Carr

[6].
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For a one-body operator the nuclear transition matrix elements may

be written as

<J 1MJ 1;T 1MT I;H|T|J 2MJ 2;T 2MX 2JT>

<JiMjiJTiMTilca'calJ2MJ2;T2MT2
> <«'; » | t | a; Y> . (1)

The creation and annihilation operators cji, C a for particle and hole

states |cc*> and |oC> are taken in the notation of ref. [7] and define the

one-body density matrix

*j.T(a'a) - [ J r ^ T ] ' 1 <Ji;Ta :: [cl> * c a l J ; T :: J2>T2> , (2)

which i s reduced in both spin and lsospin. Here we used [x] - ( 2 x + l ) J / z ,

a - {aBjl/ifflT} with a - {nij} and Ca 2 (-i)J-»tl/2-«>T c a _ B . i /2 - , , T for the

proper transforaatlon as a spherical tensor.

While T acts on the nuclear many-body states , t Is the elementary

production operator acting on the single-particle states only and is

usually given as a non-spin-flip and a spin-flip contribution

where 0° = 1, K° = L and B » -I or +1 for it+ or TT~, respectively. In

most cases of pion photoproductlon the spin-flip contribution (S«l) plays

a dominant role, because it contains the big Kroll-Rude-m.n term. If

this term Is suppressed by kinenatical or dynaalcal reasons, the S-0

contribution becomes Important. Since, furthermore, the Barn terms have

only a small non-spin-flip contribution, the A-resonance contribution

becomes relatively enhanced. At energies closer to the resonance region

as in the discussed experiment, the A33-excitation can play an important

role in S » 0 transitions.
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Carrying out the spin summation over the nuclear matrix elenents we

find

Mjj,Mj2

with

) |<JlMJl;TjMTline|T|J2Mj2;T2MT2;Y>|2 - V | F ^|2 (4)
,Mj2 JVM

('Tx 1 T 2 \

-Mtl -6 tlt2j

V I L

1/2 1/2 S iM

j' j

So far the expression is still exact and can be evaluated for any type of

operator Ks, In the most general form Ks is a non-local operator and the

integrals i £ a ' a ) L S J
 auflt be evaluated in momentum space [8]. However, at

low energy the operator behaves as a local operator dominated by the

Kroll-Ruderaan term. In this case the integrals are most easily carried

out in coordinate space. For a calculation which is supposed to be

accurate within 10 or 20% in the energy range from threshold to resonance,

It is very Important to treat the nonlocallties as precisely as possible.

However, if we want to look at orders of magnitude a local approximation

of the full Blomqvist-Laget operator can be obtained by replacing the

local plon momentum by Its asymptotic value and the nucleon momentum by

<p> " - :r—<l, where $ - fcV-ic,,. Such a treatment has worked reasonably
2A

well in pion photoproduction on 3He [9] and has the additional

advantage of satisfying the energy conservation in the elementary pro-

cess so off-shell ambiguities do not occur. Therefore the coordinate

space representation of the localized operator takes the following form
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0 0 0/\0 0 0

pa'a<r> «

(6)

where Poi_(r) is the single particle density and iiV" V ( r ) is the pion

distorted wave function [10]. Treating the nuclear structure for the

lp-shell nuclei in the usual way, we restrict a,a' to the lp 3 / 2
 a n d *Pi/2

shells. Working with h.o. wave functions leads to Integrals which no

longer depend on a and a', so in eq. (5) we can sum over a,a' and get

, T l - M T l + l /
T I l *z\j-r , , , 3 ^ ^ ^ ( ? )

where ^J(LS)-T a r e the r e d u c e d one-body density matrix elements (RDME) in

LS-coupllng. This representation has the big advantage that each RDME

corresponds to one operator with a specific dependence on spin and angu-

lar momentum. In the most elaborate case of a transition with Jj » J2 =

3/2, like n~ production on " B , we get 10 matrix elements for isospin

T * 1 and the same number for T « 0 which do not enter charged plon pro-

duction. But in the case of 13C(Tr,w~) 13Ng.8, with Jl « J2 = 1/2 there

are only 6 matrix elements which reduce to 3 for a local operator.

These are ^oC 00);1» ^1(01); 1 an^ ^l(2l);l* Since the different multi-

polarities add incoherently to the cross section we only get an inter-

ference for L « 0 and L « 2 in the Ml part of the cross section. So we

can write
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f j £ - a o * o < o o ) ; i + a i * l ( o : ) ; i + a2 * i ( 2 i ) ; i + a 3 + K o O ; 1 * 1 ( 2 . ' ) ; ! • <8>

where, apart from the optical potential, the oscillator parameter b is

the only nuclear structure Information which remains In the coefficients

O£. In table 1 we hava listed these coefficients for the kinematical

situation of the discussed experiment.

Next we want to get some ' nstraints on the RDMEs. From

conservation of baryon number and charge, eq. (4b) in ref. [11J, we get

Vilfol/2) + "^ ^OlltP^) = *« ^hich m e a n s ln LS-coupling « 0 ( 0 0 ) ; i - •̂ ••

So without any free parameter we obtain the monopole cross section as

— <XQ, which we ha^e Included in fig- 1- A comparison between these

numbers and the data points suggests that the Ml cross section must almost

entirely cancel, which means that +](oi);l a n d *l(Zl);l m u B t n a v e opposite

sign. This is the case also for the Cohen-Kurath wave function, set I of

table 2, but the ratio *i(21);l'*l(01>J1 " ~4'2 ls £ o° l a r 8 e > If w e l o o k

for a minimum ln table 1 we expect a ratio around -1. From the log ft

value of the ff^-decay of 13N we get directly ^(ol);! " -0.158 and the

isovector magnetic moment of the mass - 13 system determines 'I'jdo);! *

0.186. Similarly we have determined the T • 0 matrix elements "̂i (01); 0

and V*i( loi* 0 with constraints on conservation of total angular momentum,

eq. (4c) in ref. [11], and on the isoscalar magnetic moment. Finally from

the elastic magnetic form factor of 13C we get

(9)

where M° * 0.88 and u1 » 4.70 are the Isoscalar and isovector magnetic

moments of the nucleon and o(13C) » -1.233 ls determined by the diffrac-

tion minimum of the Ml form factor[4]. As long as there is no
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measurement of the 13N fora factor, the most sensitive matrix element

for the discussed photoproductlon experiment Is not uniquely determined;

mo far we only know

^ + 0.4366 . (10)

In table 2 we have chosen three reasonable possibilities. However, In

order to minimize the HI cross section, the data point at 42 MeV would

denand an unreasonably small value for <Pj(2l); i* I n comparison with the

Cohen-Kurath wave function our analysis predicts a significantly smaller

value for +i(21);1* H i t h f u t u r e experiments on 13C, especially for

angles different from 90* and more refined calculations, a more precise

determination of the L • 2 matrix elements should be possible. In fig. 2

we give a prediction for an angular dlbcrlbutlon for energies of 30 and

50 MeV. Again we show the uonopole contribution separately which Is most

important for plon angles between 30"-90*, where the Ml suppression Is

strongest. A calculation with the wave function of set IV at 50 MeV In

fig. 2 shows a sensitivity for ejjab > 90* because the L - 2 contribution

I211 Is proportional to Q2.

As a further application we have evaluated the plon capture cross

section for 13C(**•"*) l3Ng.8. «t 120 MeV, averaged over lab angles 20*-60°,

which was measured to be 2*1 ub/sr [13]. Our result with set II gives

0.9 ub/sr and is again dominated by the Bonopole transition, which is

0.75 ub/sr.

In this work we have analyzed the recent experiment on 1 3C(Y,O 1 3N

and found that the HI part of the differential cross section Is strongly

suppressed. In comparison of this calculation with previous ones shown

in fig. 1 we believe that the discrepancies are especially large in the
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minimum of the angular distribution around 6* * 90*, where differences

nuclear structure as well as In the operator are enlarged. By using input

from nuclear magnetic moments, beta decay and magnetic electron scatter-

ing, we have shown that the value of the spin-flip, L - 2 matrix element

+l(2l);l *• very crucial. The major approximation In our aodel is a local

production operator. However, In a recent paper of Toker and Tabakin [14]

It was shown that nonlocalltles and Paull blocking effects give e

reduction but still lead to results of an order of magnitude bigger than

the data at 42 MeV. We have also checked the sensitivity of the optical

potential by using recent low energy fits [IS] which were thought to give

changes especially for nonzero lsospln nuclei [16] and by using phase-

shift-equivalent potentials [17], but the changes were only about 10Z at

30 MeV and 90*. At backward angles, however, the new optical potential

fits give an enhancement of about 30Z.

In conclusion we can expect that new photoproductlon data from a

current experiment at Amsterdam [18] and a nonlocal DWIA calculation

using the nuclear structure constraint to experimental Information, as we

showed in this paper, will provide us with a well determined nuclear

density matrix and more insight In the production Mechanism via higher-

order terms, especially the A3 3-excitation.
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Table 1

Coefficients at for the differential cross section, eq. (8) at

glab .. <JQ» anj different plon energies. The calculation was done

for a h.o. parameter b » 1.73 fm as determined In elastic electron

scattering [4]. All numbers are given In nb/sr.

T,, » 18 MeV Tn - 30 MeV Tn - 42 MeV

E0 a0 100 80 60

2380 1000 490

475 635 855

2050 1300 720

Ml

Ml

Ml

a l

a2

a 3
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Table 2

Reduced density aatrlx elements +J(LS);T l n LS-coupling. Set I shows

the Cohen-Kurath matrix elements [12] for the (8-16) 2BME potential

and the other sets show our results from electron scattering and

B-decay Input. The only freedon remains for +;(2l);T' Furthermore

^ 3*0(00);0 " 3i/3 a n d *0(00);l " ^ 3 * o l l ° w f r ° m baryon number and

charge conservation, and |f'o(ii);T» ^l(ll);T ^° n o t e n t e r t h e e.m.

form factors as well as our local calculation.

J(LS) T I II III IV

0
1(10)

1

0
1(01)

1

0
1(21)

1

0.

0.

-0.

-0.

0.

0.

478

295

203

178

791

743

0.465

0.186

-0.182

-0.158

-0.5

0.343

0.

0.

-0.

-0.

0.

,465

186

182

158

0

437

0.465

0.186

-0.182

-0.158

0.5

0.530
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Figure captions

1. Comparison of experlnental cross sections with theoretical calcula-

tions. (•) experiment, (°) Hela Model, (6) Malekl, and (+) Slngham,

Tabakln and Dytaan. Copied with permission froa Ref. |3J. We have

Included the dashed line, which shows the EO contribution, and a

calculation with set II of table 2 (full line).

2. Angular distribution of differential cross sections at 30 and 50 MeV.

The full lines show the results for the wave function of set II,

table 2 and the dashed lines show the EO contributions separately.

The dash-dotted curve Is obtained with set IV at 50 MeV.

J » M M « O 4

Pion Energy (MeV)

Fig. 1


